Facilitator Pathway Design – Social Permaculture
Klaudia van Gool
Introduction
This design was instigated by membership of the Thriving Ways social
permaculture collective. The members of the collective decided that we could
advance social permaculture by practicing our design skills, showing & sharing
our design practice and reflected learnings. The Facilitator Pathway Design is a
requirement of progressing within the collective.
It is also an opportunity to revisit my work designs so far, tutor pathway &
facilitator path and review my work-life balance, which has been an ongoing
design of various parts. This is a refocusing from being more effective to having
more balance, partly driven by back issues and sciatica. Of less effort & more
outputs, which may be the same as being effective.
And to incorporate my vision for a new home from which I can do my work.
It is also a time of transition towards elderhood and actively designing in
succession.
The Facilitator Pathway therefore incorporates a Life Pathway design as it
serves a wider function.
This is an amalgamated design incorporating various inputs:
A selection of life & work designs at various stages
Permaculture Tutor Action Learning Pathway
Renewal of Creative Path (8 Shields annual reflection process)
Social permaculture timeline in Social Permaculture portfolio
The design will cover a period of 1-3-5 years, long enough to have some semilong term visions to work towards and short term goals to make some changes
relatively quickly.
I will use the SADIM design framework as the larger pattern, whilst including
some of the Design web anchor points where appropriate, for more detail.
SURVEY
Vision
My vision is to be in service of Life on Earth, using my skills and
experience to the best of my ability.
In the longer term to live in community/ neighbourhood of likeminded
people close to wilderness and woodland, with space to garden for food
and herbs, have a sweat lodge and workshop spaces.
To be in a healthy, mutually supportive relationship and be happy and
healthy.
To be a beacon of hope and healing & have (inner) resilience.
Sustain myself through Right livelihood
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Visioning drawing 2016

Dream board on Padlet for my future home, 2016
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Dream board on Padlet for my future garden, 2016
Review of calendar, achievements & magic moments /gratitudes of
2016:
Game Changer Intensive course
Work That Reconnects facilitation
Eco-constellations learning & facilitating
Make & connect with the Canupa
Staged PDC
Complete energy healing course & assist on new course
Plan, hold & work with women friends / successful Women’s Wild Hearth
camp
Partner closer & at Embercombe
Nettle initiation
Hanblechia (Vision Quest)
Nature Culture Regeneration & Wholistic Culture facilitation
Sacred drum & song group Lakota singing
Friendships rekindled / new
Strong connection with daughters
What do I want to be thankful for 1 year from now?
· Health & free mobility
· Satisfying & effective work
· Deep, mutually supportive relationship
· Friendships
· Clean communication
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In pictures as provided by Suzie Cahn in response to my words:

Health & free mobility, dance & walk in nature

Clean Communication

Warming friendships

Full belly and heart

Deep, mutually supportive relationship
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Resources
Skills, experience & knowledge
Permaculture design
Facilitation
Work That Reconnects/ Active
Hope
Environmental management,
auditing
Training /teaching
Tutoring / mentoring / coaching
Non-Violent Communication (NVC)
Solution focused communication
Sustainable building
Growing and gardening
Eco constellations
Resilience practices
Environmental science
Business management
Energy healing
Indigenous connection practices &
ceremony
Cultural repair

Attributes
Resilience
Hope / Possibilitist
Connection
Passionate
Open to learning
Increasingly embodying the 8 sacred
attributes:
Happiness of a child
Vitality, Abundance of Electricity
Unconditional listening & Mentoring
Empathy with nature & people
Truly helpful, activated vision, Initiative
Fully alive, deep sense of gratitude for
life itself
Compassion, unconditional love &
forgiveness
Quiet mind, expanded senses

Networks
Family
Friends
Permaculture
Spiritual
Nature connection
Culture repair
Business
Facilitation

Multiples intelligences
I did Multiples intelligence tests in 2014 and
2017. My top 3 intelligences are:
Naturalistic: a sensitivity to and
appreciation for nature.
Intrapersonal: adept at looking inward.
Kinesthetic / Body movement: love
movement, have good motor skills and
are aware of my body.

Physical
House & allotment
Teaching resources
Camp, craft & bush craft
equipment
Tools
Savings

Limiting factors
• Capital for a large site, encompassing living, teaching, ceremony &
demonstration
• Mindset can go to scarcity, victim, feeling I can’t do things, others are better
than me
Unhelpful patterns:
• Wanting to do it all, not asking for/accepting help,
• So much to learn and so many skills to add that would be useful,
• Feeling so driven to bring solutions and healing to the world at this critical
time
• Doing too much; filling up any spare gap of time with activities instead of 1st
completing previous learning, practicing & integrating.
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Zones

The sphere of influence and work extends from family and close friends to
students, workshop participants and business clients to the wider acquaintances
and people I come into contact with, including through the place I live (High
Heathercombe Centre) and events I attend.
My work has come closer to home this last year, gladly a lot on and around
Dartmoor. Most years it includes some travel to the Middle East, Palestine or
Lebanon where I teach a PDC.
Zone 00: A key event in my life has been finding myself increasingly having to
live with pain, due to sciatica, linked to lower back problems and consequently
lack of movement. This led to a design for Ease of movement, which appeared
ineffective. Six months later I am still exploring and learning lots. Eight months
later, I am happy to report good recovery.
I stumbled upon this quote and realised I did have a belief that certain things
would ‘always’ stay the same: my good health, my business, my ability to do
physically work and contribute:
‘If you wait long enough in life, eventually something will happen that will indo
your certainty, which is where the interesting things begin.’
Elizabeth Gilbert
That seems to have happened. This Pathway design process is taking place at a
good time to help design a better way.
& Sectors
Influences from outside that affect my life & work, PMI Positive, negative,
interesting):
+ Living with the ancient wilderness of Dartmoor: peace, quiet, beauty,
perspective/overview, connection to ancestors
+ Being part of various networks and friends, giving sense of support
+ Feeling in healthy, loving relationship, partner with many similar interests,
mutual support, love & freedom
+ Doing lots of work I love & have an interest in
+ Doing it increasingly with people I love or like a lot
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-

Local climate on Dartmoor, can be wet and windy above average
Driving distances
Economic climate is not abundant in this area
I don’t enjoy my best-paid work as much
With current work/life/study choices I can’t yet afford my own place

I Living at a time when the cultural mindset revolves around growth &
ownership
I Expectations from family about what constitutes success
I Political climate of Brexit, bringing some uncertainty potential change for me
living in UK as current EU citizen.
ANALYSIS
Inputs:
Diploma Tutor Pathway: A timeline of professional development activities
as a Diploma tutor, some required, some designed. These are outlined
here. Ticked are those completed.
Diploma update & assessment training þ
Tutor learning pathway expanded þ
Design tutorial observed by senior tutor þ
Assessment observed by senior tutor þ
Session plans IPA & FPA
Read new Guidebook, Watch videos
Start tutor training portfolio linked to Level4 assessment
Shadow assessment
Update Permaculture CV þ
Session plan induction þ
New Permaculture river
Assess 2 portfolio designs using individual project feedback form
Assess a recent, implemented design using individual project feedback form
Write summary doc on all 3 assessments
Evaluate & update my diploma portfolio þ Updating new
designs has been addressed by compiling the Thriving Ways portofio
Have assessment shadowed
Use level 3 Principles & practice of association: do a TNA competence chart

Inputs from recent work design: ‘Life balance & services.
In this design I analised my various services offered to find out how they
rated for income,
effort,
satisfaction,
ethics & zoning. I
also identified
various inputs &
outputs. This
analysis helped
me identify how
to progress
towards less
effort, higher
outputs from
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work to be able to get more balance in my life.
The potential of coaching to bring together many of my skills and tools, have
shorter work for higher income and is satisfying, had become a priority area to
develop.

Inputs from Renewal of Creative Path, an 8 Shields reflection & design
tool, which showed me some life patterns around connection with the
attributes of connection, how I disconnect, some key life path stages and
areas of healing. (see Appendix A)

Ideas
• Moving from intense work over longer periods, not so well paid to
shorter higher paid work
• Trying the Morphological matrix to generate more ideas (see design &
Appendix B)
Ethics
See the table above in analysis of services.
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I have also used the ethics to design my work and they have become
intrinsically embedded in how I make choices in my life & work.
Principles
I appreciated Looby’s comments in her social portfolio presentation about using
this anchor point, not only for permaculture principles, but also for bringing in
other principles that you want to help steer a design.
I really like the Gaiacraft principle of Highest Use, making optimum use of
myself in service of the Earth. This includes actually looking after myself
better and pacing myself to be able to maintain my health to be able to
be in service for a long as I’m able.
Minimum effort for optimum effect, is one of the core functions of my
Pathway, both in financial terms and for my health.
Everything is a gift & Reciprocity, Gratitude has become a fundamental
practice in my life, both personally and professionally. I made a
commitment a few years ago to incorporate gratitude circles/sharing at
the start of meetings wherever I could. As Joanna Macy said: ‘gratitude
is a revolutionary act’. It brings a choice for feeling what’s good with the
world (glass half full). There is also the sacred law of reciprocity and our
lack of appreciation for all we are given lays at the heart of some of the
problems in the world today.
Connection, a core need for being alive, this has become a main aim for my
work and the tools I have been gathering in the last few years. These
range from Deep Nature Connection, to tools for self-observation &
connection with self, to tools for communicating compassionately with
others and advanced connection practices for connecting with self,
others, past & future generations and spirit.
Succession, see also ‘life stage’ below: Increasingly my role is supporting /
mentoring others in the doing

Patterns
Working from Pattern to detail, this design process has shown up some
limiting patterns to work with and turn into functions, and some larger patterns
in my life & work, which are fundamental for me.
Linked to this, based on reading Tara Sophia Mohr, who writes about the role of
women at this time and finding my myself partly drawn to work with women, I
want to ask myself what my soul question(s) is/are:
‘Working with my soul questions, the ones I’m called to: The questions that are
asked again and again, explored, traversed over and over, through the life
experiences of the person who houses that soul. Their struggles, their trials,
their big ahas and awakenings, are diverse explorations of their soul’s few key
questions. They are refractions of the questions the soul keeps circling, keeps
being in conversation with.’
For me one question is about connection, how to stay in connection, having had
periods in my life where I felt deeply disconnected. The work of the 8 Shields
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institute has been formative in helping me address the question of how I can
be & feel connected with myself, others, nature & spirit and how I can
help others.
Another key question in my life the last few years has been about ceremony:
What is ceremony and how do I/we work with it to make work/life at
this time as effective as possible for the highest good.
I also bring in my work motto/pattern of
Doing work that I love, with people I love, with love
Some other patterns I have come to use are the patterns of nature’s cycles as
known in the medicine wheel and worked with through the 8 Shields
Institute. These patterns can be used in organizational development &
management (Acorn model), as a monitoring tool for measuring progress of
regenerative Culture (Attributes of connection, see resources tables above) in
designing learning
& experiential
connecting
programmes and
experiences
(natural learning
cycle model) and in
annual reflection &
design (Renewal of
Creative Path). An
example of using
these patterns in
the design process
can be seen in the
Women’s Wild
Hearth design.

Integration
Key functions of this design:
Connection
Effectiveness
Less effort & aligned income
Balance & Health
Some systems & elements have been generated below in the morphological
matrix.
DESIGN
Using the morphological matrix tool, a form of random assembly. Key question:
How do I use social permaculture design in bringing my highest
use in service of Life on Earth, in Right Livelihood?
Some of the ideas generated:
• Working in natural environment, with women, coaching and using other
techniques
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•
•

Working more in collaboration with friends, using each other’s businesses,
projects, venues
Having some earning happening through online services including some
products people can access without me being present

Life stage
I consider myself in the Northwest stage of my life, the autumn, ‘preparing for
elderhood’, fully alive, aware of gratitude for life and grief & how to manage
that for myself & others, increasingly connected with my ancestors, stepping
back more from active doing & teaching and making space for others to
experience my experience with guidance, mentoring & support. This will be
increasingly the case.
As I move towards the North, I increasingly want to focus on mentoring &
coaching others. Practicing mindfulness to enable growing love and compassion,
the North attributes. Resting back more & gaining life balance in work and rest
and supporting succession. Teaching, mentoring & coaching to share what I’ve
learnt.

Preparing for
elderhood

I’ve identified the backbone themes of my life-work as Connection, Resilience
& Hope and recently added Anchoring, sharing those through ceremony,
nature and community in teaching, design, facilitation & coaching:
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Function

Action

Connection

Set up monthly Inipi

Balance Health

Higher value
work reduced
hours

Effectiveness

Starting short nature walks
again
Reconnect with Carolyn Hillyer
for anchoring or other anchors
Reintroduce gentle Chi Kung to
support quiet mind, body
flexibility, strength & healer
sensitivity
Gardening: set up small garden
area at High Heathercombe /
Penzance
Book annual retreat
Review ease of movement
design
Complete ‘Protectometer’ pain
management plan
Set up coaching practice to
complete ICF accreditation þ
Explore potential collaborations
with 2 friends
Explore one online resource that
can earn money
High nutrition & energy food:
>60%raw
Business systems:
Clear communication &
marketing
Feedback & evaluation system
Website: disseminate social
permaculture & newsletters
Electronic booking system
Social permaculture design
workshops on PDCs & anywhere

Momentum
Maintain my daily deep nature
connection and spiritual
practices
Regular ‘I wonder questions’
Deep listening
Provide healing
Maintain & grow Gratitude
practice
Hold monthly Inipi
Increase opportunity for sharing
gratitude
Honour the 8 seasonal
celebrations
Maintain anchor relationships þ
Support quiet mind though
regular 3-breath pause,
including at start of meetings
and 1-2-1s
Gardening regularly at other’s
gardens
Visit family at least annually
þ
Done þ
Coaching, using my many tools
& skills
Starting to happen þ

Effective contact management

Happening þ

Arrows indicate connections & multiple functions
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Web of Services 2017
It has become clear how much my different services are interlinked: e.g.
courses generating follow-up coaching and attendance at other events. Tutoring
following PDC, tutoring and coaching leading to other work etc.
I need to make more of this by ensuring people attending one event are aware
of other services I offer. Some card or paper signposting resources may support
this, as well as staying in touch: good follow up and aftercare.

Reflection on the design
I’m happy that this design has generated some good ideas, some of which are
already being implemented. It feels like it has helped me refocus on the main
strands of my life and work (see backbone themes p 11). The key functions are
important as always and helped me identify key actions.
Reflection on the design process
This design process has been a long one as there were so many strands and
factors incorporated.
As the design has been done over quite some time, it was already informing my
life choices as I went along.
Perhaps I made this design too big and complex and it might have been quicker
and simpler to narrow the focus to social permaculture facilitation pathway
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only. However I would have missed out on some wider work and life ideas and
benefits.
I enjoyed my choice of principles, including adding some new ones for me, e.g.
‘highest use’ & ‘connection’. The latter is all over permaculture but not
mentioned as a principle in that way.
I loved experimenting with other tools, like the morphological matrix and asking
myself key / soul questions, and bringing in 8 Shields technology like the
Renewal of Creative Path, strong awareness of the Attributes of Connection and
life cycle stages.
As before I think it works well to work with an overall SADIM framework and
adding in Design Web anchor points where and as appropriate.
Completed 20th Aug 2017
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Appendix A

Renewal of Creative Path - Weaving the Ideal scene
Review what elements in your life to support connection for you and your loved
ones.
NE What brings on the quiet mind and what can you incorporate into your days,
weeks, months and year?
Sitspot, deep breaths, Chi Kung, wandering, prayer, focus on senses
Invite in more silence in groups, 1-2-1s, practice opening my field more
instantly
E Imagine yourself truly happy, what can you bring forward to help the happiness
of a child be alive in you?
Nature wander, alone or with David, gardening, gathering,
Regularly ask myself ‘I wonder’ questions, remember my sense of
humour
SE Vitality is an energy that moves through our body like an abundance of
electricity. What is bringing vitality to you that you can bring more of into your life?
Excitement about my work, gratitude, games with others, embrace joy,
have fun
S What can help you to support mentoring and unconditional listening in your
life and the lives of those around you?
Being listened to in a good way, maintain mentoring relationship with
Miriam, build other anchors: Carolyn Hillyer, Elly Stuart, healing,
coaching, tutoring
Really listen/ deep listening
SW Empathy and connection are signs that alignment with the living earth is
rooted and growing. What are the routines to bring into or continuing in your life
that make these ever more powerful for you?
Gardening, working with wild plants, healing, coaching
Ensure sharing in circles, feeling my pain for the world
W The most powerful form of true helpfulness is related to finding our gifts and
vision and offering this to the world on a path with meaning. What gives us the
most meaning in our lives? What supports us to be truly helpful? How can we
continue to explore and get support to find our gift, our calling, our vision... and if
we have this already, how can we bring this to the next stage in our lives?
Thinking about dissemination of connection work & ceremony, being a
healer & helper. Be present
NW To be fully alive... What are we holding onto that we can release to allow
ourselves to fully experience life in all its moments? What kind of support can we
get this year, or what kind of routines?
At this time, focusing on anything I can let go to reduce any sense of
danger in my life, to be able to let go of physical pain.
Ensure various support, including mentoring, anchors & healers / therapists
& nature connection
Gratitude for increased ability to see the gift in everything, share
gratitude
N Love, compassion and forgiveness... What are the things we do that increase
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this medicine in our lives and how can we bring more of this essence of life forward
in routine ways?
Choosing to work with people I love, enquiring about others’ wellbeing,
choosing to work and communicate well in my relationship and be
supportive, healing work
Share my learning, model self-care
One thing to keep in mind as you move forward from here is that there are people
who love working on this too. Find them! Spend time with them, and build
relationships to increase your connection.
Tracking Questions for Your Ideal Scene
Why?
Consider the core reasons—tying back to meaning and quality of life perhaps—of
why it might make sense to bring some commitments forward in your life.
Link to my last Vision Quest question: asking support for doing the work I
love. Looking forward to finding a home, close to others, with a garden for
myself, a work space for the variety of my work offerings
Bring more balance into my life between giving & receiving, work & rest
What?
Reflect on the routines, the processes, the activities we are bringing forward that
we have identified as patterns we want to bring into our lives more effectively and
completely in the coming year, decade and the rest of our lives.
Describe your ideal day or days in a week, a month, and the four seasons—what
activities are you involved in for work, fun, renewal, love, family, friends and
community? What are you doing when you are at your best and happiest?
I enjoy having time to start the day with daily practices that support my
wellbeing, such as sitspot & prayer. I’d like to add Chi Kung again.
I want to honour the 8 seasonal celebrations, ideally with others.
I want to live close to a garden again that’s mine to play with long term, as it
gives me great happiness.
I want to live close to others to share stories of the day, work and support
I want to have a support network and be part of supporting others
Where?
Paint a picture as if you can do anything. Really identify what is your ideal dream
life. Describe where you want to live—the environment, the kind of ecosystems, the
plants and animals, the weather that you like the best... Where?
I really love the wilderness and ancient connection of Dartmoor, being close
to the wild plants, vast expanses, woodlands and rivers and
I would love to live a little closer to others & activities
Have space for myself, guests, meetings, 1-2-1s, coaching, workshops,
courses and all that’s needed for ceremony and Inipi, including parking,
blanket drying, storage, changing, gathering, fire
Who?
Reflect on the people in your lives, the village or larger community patterns you
wish to experience and / or participate in.
AoM SW community, medicine family, permaculture network
When?
What are the routines as a time of day?
Before breakfast
As a weekly cycle?
Some time out for relaxation, nature walks, social gatherings
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Each month?
Some time out for relaxation, nature walks, bigger social gatherings
Each year?
Retreat and personal nurture time, family time, reflection time ROCP
When do you want to achieve a first goal or “three foot toss” that you can actually
put on your calendar?
Set up anchoring, get coaching going to earn enough to pay rent
Are your ready to make the commitment to place a few things on the calendar for
this year?
Starting to be able to do nature walks again, next family gathering
How?
This is about how your life is conducted and supported. How are your
conversations best supporting you and those you love?
Learn & practice Peacemaking & NVC
Are they peaceful and nourishing?
Yes, as committed using these tools
Connection-supporting Questions:
What is happening here with your / our ideal scene development, especially as it
relates to all the other learning that has come with this process?
Stay focused on connection processes; ensure full health through a plan &
support
What patterns am I / we learning from this?
Keep the bigger picture
What is it teaching me?
Transition stage in my life, mid-hero’s adventure, growing into supporting
others more, towards elderhood
How is it helping me?
Stepping back from the detail to see bigger picture
How is it helping me to help others?
Helping others to see the bigger picture
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Appendix B
morphological matrix

0

1
2

3
4

5

6
7

Income
Higher value services

Location
Close to home

‘Earning money
while I sleep’
Collaboration with
agency for securing
work
Collaboration with
those I love
Bringing creative
tools & nature
connection work into
organisations
Write

Internet

Other multifunctional products
Asking friends for
cross- referrals

Target Audience
Previous
permaculture
students
Previous workshop
participants
Environmentally
minded

Dissemination
Sharing designs

At friend’s premises

Open to change

Presentations

At organisations
previously worked
with

Feeling stuck/
blocked

Courses

More work at
locations already
worked at
Natural locations

Adults

Coaching

Women

Tutoring

Holland

At least good section
of reasonably
affluent participants
Some high value
participants
Some low value but
in need

Talk about it

Target Audience
Previous
permaculture
students
At least good section
of reasonably
affluent participants

Dissemination
Courses

At organisations
previously worked
with
At friend’s premises

Previous
permaculture
students
Women

Talk about it

Close to home

Feeling stuck/
blocked
Previous
permaculture
students
Some high value
participants
Women

Sharing designs

Dartmoor

8

Pray

Middle East

9

Ceremony

Italy

1

2

3

4

5
6

Generating random combinations
Income
Location
‘Earning money
Holland
while I sleep’
Bringing creative
tools & nature
connection work into
organisations
Higher value services

Collaboration with
agency for securing
work
Asking friends for
cross- referrals
‘Earning money
while I sleep’

Internet

Holland

7

Write

Natural locations

8

Ceremony

More work at
locations already
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Online
My website
Thriving Ways

Weaving it in
Workshops

Sharing designs

Workshops

Courses

Workshops
Weaving it in
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9

Pray

worked at
Italy

Adults

Tutoring

Colour coding for sensible, possible, interesting, less likely but possible
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